
Imagine that you are shopping in a grocery store in Virginia when a little 
old woman in line at the checkout starts screaming that she’s been pick-
pocketed  he police arri e on the scene and the woman identi es you as 
someone who suspiciously brushed against her. The police arrest you and 
throw you in jail. Later, they seek to interrogate you without informing you 
of your right to have a lawyer present.

Legal Issues:
Some possible legal issues raised by these 
facts include:

�   s pic  poc eting a crime in irginia  f 
      so  under hat la

�  id the police ha e probable cause to 
      arrest you based on the identi cation of 
      the old oman

�   o  reliable as the old lady s identi
      cation

�   o  long can the police hold you

�  ere any of your onstitutional rights 
    iolated during the police s arrest and 
      interrogation of you

�   f you are found guilty  can the little old 
      lady also sue you in ci il court for in ic
        tion of emotional distress or another tort

Step 1: After you have brainstormed all 
the possible legal issues the facts raise, 
determine whether the legal issues are 
governed by Federal or State law. 

Step 2: Which Court Are You In?
etermining hich court you are in is a t o

part in uiry  irst  as  yourself hether you 
are in ederal or State ourt  ual so ereign
ty means that each so ereign has its o n 

court system: the States each ha e courts 
and the United States has courts, which are 
called ederal courts  ederal ourts are 
located throughout the United States – not 
ust in ashington, 
Second, as  yourself whether you are in a 

rial ourt, a mid le el appeals court, or a 
supreme court. Most American court systems 
– whether they a re ederal or State – ha e a 
similar structure, consisting of rial ourts, 
mid le el appeals courts, and supreme 
courts. n the ederal court system, the 

rial ourts are called United States istrict 
ourts. he ederal ourts of appeals each 

co er a geographical area called a circuit 
and are, accordingly, called ircuit ourts. 
States ary in the names they gi e to their 
courts, but regardless of the nomenclature, 
the structure is the same.
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Foreword by M. François BUJON DE L’ESTANG, 
former French Ambassador to the United States.

THAT’S AMERICA
Everybody believes that he knows the United States. Such is the power of American popular culture that, even without 
having ever set foot on American soil, everyone in France (and in Europe) feels an uncanny familiarity with the U.S. 
Thanks to Hollywood, we have all been singing in the rain with Gene Kelly, riding through Monument Valley alongside 
John Wayne, teaming up with Elliott Ness and the Untouchables to defeat Al Capone in Prohibition times. Thanks to 
literature, we have all suffered during the Great Depression with John Steinbeck, during the Civil War with Stephen 
Crane or Margaret Mitchell; followed the banks of the Mississippi River with Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn, explored 
the American Dream and its disillusions with John Dos Passas. Many among our fellow citizens feel like they attended 
Woodstock, or participated in the California Gold Rush with the Forty-Niners, or fought at Midway and Iwo Jima with Buck 
Danny. They know all about Broadway, have discovered New Orleans with Louis Armstrong, New York’s 52nd street 
through Charlie Parker and Miles Davis, Chicago’s South Side through Buddy Guy. Talk about soft power!
Yet this feeling of familiarity is super cial, and deceptive. America’s geography is immense and diverse, its history far 
richer and more complex than what foreigners generally believe, and its great myths and legends have powered Ame-
rican society, as much as they reveal some of its aws and internal contradictions. America is actually a one-of-a-kind 
phenomenon: it is a great country and a great people, but it is also a philosophy and an attitude, and for many who came 
to its shores eeing poverty, hardship, or religious or political persecution, it is a hope or a dream come true. America is 
indeed completely idiosyncratic. Its DNA is radically different from ours. In many ways, it looks like another planet. And 
moreover, as Hispanics and Asians have now overtaken Europeans in contemporary immigration trends, they tend to 
drive America farther from Europe, so that the respective worlds in which we live remain closely related, but are becoming 
increasingly different. 
Our two Republics are sisters. They are both daughters of the Age of Enlightenment. They feel an extraordinary af -
nity for each other, have been allied for two centuries and never been at war with one another. They may have been 
somewhat estranged throughout the XIXth century, but have consistently joined forces and interacted intimately through 
the XXth. Yet, they are extremely different, and regularly experience dif culties understanding one another.
Because of their own history, traditions and collective psychology, the French nd it hard to understand, for instance, the 
importance of federalism in American political life and electoral rules, and in general, the institutions and constitutional 
system of the United States. Even if the Founding Fathers took their inspiration from Montesquieu, the separation of 
powers is far more rigorous in the United States than in France, the U.S. Supreme Court has no equivalent in our system, 
and the game of checks and balances as practiced in Washington is alien to us. The workings of Congress are fairly 
arcane and dif cult to follow for the French, who wrongly believe that the President of the United States is omnipotent. 
We also tend to consider the Common Law and the U.S. legal system as exotic, and are constantly shocked by the role 
played by money in American politics.
Similarly, we have to recognize that U.S. society is very different from ours. American traditional values are far apart 
from French ones – the respect that Americans entertain for entrepreneurship, money and success, the way the spirit 
of business shapes American life, the absolute belief that nothing is impossible and, generally, American positivism and 
optimism astonish the French, who are deeply attached to the central role played by the State, as well as to their social 
safety net, and criticize American society for being unduly hard on the weak. The French, who have built up their notion 
of “laïcité” (unintelligible to Americans) into a dogma also cannot understand the role played by religion in public life in the 
U.S. And we are sometimes slow or clumsy in importing important societal recipes like Af rmative Action from across the 
Atlantic, that may actually be relevant to our own social problems.
American civilization indeed needs to be analyzed and explained in simple terms if we want to understand it better. And a 
better understanding of American ways can only help us in trying to x or reshape what doesn’t work in our own system. 
Jean-Eric Branaa’s book builds a very useful bridge across the Atlantic and between our two cultures, and plugs a gaping 
hole in France’s knowledge and comprehension of America’s institutions, politics and society.

       François Bujon de l’Estang
       Ambassadeur de France
       Former ambassador to the United States, 1995-2002
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What is 
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A HYPERPOWER WITHOUT INFLUENCE?
Documents – The U.S. in 3 Maps
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Documents – The Family
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eryone nows something about the United States, whether 
it be through lms, boo s,  series, or songs. ommon clich s 
are that all Americans are fat, carry a weapon, li e bad food, 
and are loud. eople say there is a separation between lac s 
and hites, and that all Americans are patriotic. Apart from 
these clich s, our li es are somewhat affected by America. 

hy does this country dominate the world  And how do we 
accurately de ne Americans and their ci ili ation

Introduction

part 1

part 4

part 3

part 2

part 1part 1



It is often written that the United States is surely the world’s 
greatest power.  One of the biggest factors in the success of 

erica is in fact that it is  an econo ic and nancial power 
with the highest GDP in the world, the number one agricultural 
production, and is ranked number two in exports. Large Ameri-
can multi-nationals, such as Microsoft, contribute greatly to the 
country’s economic in uence. It is also the largest capital in es-
tor in the world. Since the U.S. dollar is the chosen currency for 
international trade, it supports their nancial actions around 
the world. The United States is additionally a great cultural and 
scienti c power. ich with uni ersities and top-notch research 
laboratories, it is the champion of the Nobel Prize. It dominates 
international audio isual production as well, its lms and stars 
exporting to the four corners of the globe.

inally, its mode of li ing has become a must, spreading e e-
rywhere in the world, e en to the furthest corners. eryone talks 
about of the American way of life.  Numerous media outlets ha e 

PART 1 – A HYPERPOWER WITHOUT INFLUENCE?
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helped spread it, ele ating it as the uni ersal lifestyle.The United 
States is thus the world’s number one power, the latter deri ed 
from a highly rich territory  it represents a uarter of the arth’s 
surface area, and holds tremendous, aried and abundant, natu-
ral wealth, such as petroleum, natural gas, gold, etc. It has, abo e 
all, the most ast transportation network.

Four major natural features can be found in the U.S.: the Atlan-
tic Coast and its narrow plains; the Appalachian Mountains; the 
great central plains and Mississippi watershed; and the high pla-
teaus and mountains in the est to the Paci c Coast. Alaska and 

awaii must be added, only ha ing been incorporated recently.

One ery important factor in America’s power is its mobile 
population. It possesses a huge and highly skilled labor force, 
allowing it to respond to corporate demands (about 120 million 
employees . Moreo er, its population represents a major consumer 
market. The relati ely high uality of li ing in America makes it 
a sizeable consumer society, which stimulates industrial de elop-
ment. It is the country of free trade, and capitalism, encouraging 
indi idual initiati e and an inno ati e spirit.

We talk of the American worker as a “self-made man”: someone 
hard-working, mobile and ambitious. Indi idual pro t appears 
as a powerful stimulant in the quest for competition. Gigantic 
companies are ery focused at the nancial and technical le els. 
They form trusts and conglomerates, groups, or labor unions in 
di erse acti ities whose rami cations are felt around the globe.

Finally, one of the major factors in the success of America is 
the fact that the State is at the ser ice of businesses. It doesn’t 
hesitate in nancing research. Many researchers actually head 
to the United States, attracted by the pro t they can obtain from 
their work. On top of that, the State pro ides much assistance 
to struggling economic sectors and will unwa eringly negotiate 
ad antages for the country’s economy, at the global le el.  owe-
er, with the arri al of new sectors on the international scene, 

American power is now starting to reach its limits. Like other 
powers, the country was hit by the economic crisis at the begin-
ning of the 2000s, and saw its public de cit increase. A number 
of competitors ha e appeared on the world stage. The nancial 
situation has degraded with the trade de cit. This economic down-
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The United States has established numerous 
military bases around the world, and does 
not hesitate in acting as the ‘world police’.

WHAT IS AMERICA?WHAT IS AMERICA?



fall has led to social inequality. The American model has now 
been rejected by certain populations, like the Islamic terrorists. 

esides all that, it can be obser ed that the United States 
dominates the G20, created with the goal of encouraging nan-
cial international stability; and it being the number one in estor, 
occupies a pri ileged seat.

It is also a military and political power, ha ing the largest army 
in the world, and nuclear weapons. It directs N.A.T.O. and is a 
permanent member of the U.N., ha ing established numerous 
military bases around the world, and does not hesitate in acting 
as the “world police”, when necessary.

ut this superpower seems to ha e reached its limit and, and 
at the beginning of the 21st century, the United States appeared 
unable to transform this amazing potential into an ad antage 
that would allow them to exercise decisi e in uence on the world. 
The con icts in the Middle ast, in Iraq and in Syria, the repea-
ted crises with ussia, and the una oidable appearance of new 
powers, such as China, re eals America’s ob ious inability to 
impose itself on the world. Far from being the dominant model 
and imperialist some describe it as being, America appears satis-
ed with its relati e power, without seeking to expand it further.

              Part 1 A HYPERPOWER WITHOUT INFLUENCE?

A. Is America the most successful because people work harder?

B. How do you explain the U.S.’s economic success?
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This chart is from April 2013 
(Source= Peter G. Peterson Foundation) shows 
that America’s 2012 defense budget surpassed 
that of the next 10 countries combined.
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1UNIT

THE U.S. IN 3 MAPS

WHAT IS AMERICA?

The States

There are 50 
states in the 
United States

DOCUMENT 1

The regions

Why are the regions divided in 
this way?

DOCUMENT 2

hen you read about news e ents in the U.S., you will notice that places are often 
referred to by region. or instance, it may be speci ed that an oil spill is affecting 
the Gulf States; or it may be written that in the Southwest, there are concerns about 
iolence along the border with Me ico. And you may be told that in the Midwest, 

after months of dismal news, the economic outloo  has begun to brighten. hese maps will help you 
ma e sense of the way areas in the U.S. are  referred to. hey show that the country is composed 
of  States and that the nation s four main regions as de ned by the ensus ureau: the est, 
Midwest, South, and ortheast. hese areas are often de ned by physical, cultural, and economic 
characteristics, not just location. Geographers do not always agree on which States belong to which 
region or subregion – for e ample, whether elaware is a Mid Atlantic or South Atlantic State. he 
third map shows the basis of the power of the United States: its main industries and resources.


